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chlorate to form regular crystals as far as the composition
18-2 °/0 AgClOg, 81-8 °/0 NaC10;i; then a stage is wanting,
in which more AgC103 would be present, till 28-5 °/o
NaCIO, and 71-5 % AgC103, which crystallize together, but
in the quadratic system, the same being true with increased
content of AgC103 up to the pure salt. It may be added
that, as with the mutual solubility of liquids, the result
just mentioned in general varies with the temperature;
when the two mixtures are in the same crystalline form
the partial miscibility probably changes into complete
isomorphism at some definite temperature; otherwise di-
morphism occurs for a certain composition of the mixture,
and afterwards spreads till it reaches the end members of
the series at a temperature which is to be regarded as the
transition point.
Finally the important result must be mentioned, which
Kiister1 arrived at in his researches on isomorphous mixtures,
with regard to their melting point. Whilst in Fig. u the
melting points of the bodies d and p are lowered by mutual
mixture, falling eventually to the minimum a, in the
isom orphic series melting points of mixtures are found
corresponding to a straight line between D and P.
D.  Chemical Equilibrium between Two Substances.
t. Maximum Vapour Pressure of Hydrates.
To state the principal phenomena in this branch of the
subject in gradual development, let us choose the simplest
cases, so as to gain a comprehensive view of the somewhat
complicated facts involved.
We may take as a simple and well-investigated case,
typical of others, the behaviour of salt-hydrates; L e. the
behaviour of salt and water, in cases in which a combina-
tion of the latter as water of crystallization is possible.
Such hydrated salts are known to give off water as
vapour, in vacuo. The rule is that loss of water occurs till,
1 Zeitschr.f. Ftys. Chem. 5, 6or, 8. 577, 12. 508, 15. 86.

